Blue Telecom Consulting Showcases a Selection of New
Operator Use Cases at the Mobile World Congress in
Barcelona, March 2-5
Madrid, February 27, 2015
To keep up with market tendencies and fast changing customers’ needs,
BlueTC has carefully updated its portfolio and will launch new additions to
existing solutions and present more comprehensive use cases at the
upcoming Mobile World Congress in Barcelona.
The company has prepared the following three live demonstrations that
will be on display for companies that book a meeting at the BlueTC booth,
Hall 8.0- D20: NFV Security - Network and System Analytics - M2M

Active Monitoring.
NFV Security

Due to the migration of the IMS platforms to virtual environments based
on NFV, the security threats that the operators face are becoming even
bigger. In this demo a set of security use cases will be applied to a live
virtual IMS system in order to show how it can help operators effectively
detect, be alerted of and avoid potential security attacks and
misconfigurations. Presented together with BlueTC’s partner in the
security area, NextGen, Inc.

Network and System Analytics
This non-intrusive solution allows correlating, predicting, simulating, and
ultimately anticipating the performance of the different systems and
networks. It provides dashboards that visualize and help understand the
complex and often non-obvious relations between the different metrics
and events in the networks. It has been successfully applied to areas like
optimization, planning and network operations in operator and equipment
vendor organisations in Europe. Now also applicable to the Systems area
that opens for the possibility of analyzing the data contained in the
Operators’ IT platforms and systems.

M2M Active Monitoring
This solution correlates the actual quality of the subscribers’ experience
with the quality of the operators’ networks. Data are interpreted in terms
of how the subscribers perceive the QoS, not only the availability of
connection. This non-intrusive solution includes a centralized repository
for the different metrics collected in real time, provided with a web
dashboard featuring graphical reporting, status maps and alarms
triggering. Operators can in turn offer monitoring of their customers’
networks as a means to monetizing the quality of the service provided, for
M2M or regular mobile services.
With these developments and additions to the existing offering, this is
BlueTC’s Solution and Service Portfolio 2015:
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More information is available on the new company website: www.bluetc.com. For requests for further information or the scheduling of a
meeting or demo, please write to: mwc@blue-tc.com.
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